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B U L L A
of

E A R T H
We,

by the grace and will of the all-one Creator
last hereditary King by the grace of God

from the Royal dynasty of the
R a t z e b u r g,

r e x  m a x i m u s,
establish, determine, command, order and proclaim publicly and solemnly

by virtue of Our will and love for all living creatures of the earth,
for the liberation of the Earth to a life of original, responsible

freedom in individuality, creativity and love
the following:

I.
The Laws of the NEW AUREA BULLA OF RELEASE,

solemnly proclaimed by Us on the 7th day of August 2021 at Frankfurt am Main,
shall extend in all respects to the whole of Our Sovereign territory.

Extensions with the respective corresponding adjustments
result therefrom as follows:

Re  4 :   The collateral of each people is the full property of that people 
and is revocably granted them by Our will as allodium for usufruct. 

Re  5 :   The damaging of any nature, be it forests, plants, soil, waters, air, spheres, etc. as 
well as of the living creatures living there is prohibited.

Re  6 :   The natural languages of peoples are subject to special protection. They must 
not be perverted, damaged, destroyed or taken away from the general public.

Re  7 :   The free sovereign people throughout Our territory are obliged to organise 
themselves into ways of life which do not lead back into governmental power 
with the deprivation of human liberties.

II.
Every person on Earth is entitled to the truth in all matters and sciences and to the true history of

his/her people and of the Earth, and especially to all information which may be beneficial to his/her
health.

This truth and information must be freely and easily accessible to all without delay.
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III.
The right of inheritance of the Monarchy is hereby abolished.

The inheritance of the Sovereign rights is settled by Our Testament of this day.
The right of resistance to any possible governmental power on the basis of adherence to the universal

laws of creation of the Source of all Being (NEW AUREA BULLA OF RELEASE, 2021) 
shall apply to any individual human being.

The people must guarantee under self-government, which may never again be withdrawn from them,
to uphold the freedom of all.

_______
Never again may such a wealth of power be granted to a single person.

Until Our death, We remain the supreme guarantor for the implementation of this freedom of all people.
Thereafter, Our Testament of this day shall apply, which regulates the inheritance of the Sovereign rights of Our

entire Sovereign territory, as well as the collaterals belonging to it.
The allodium, revocably given to the peoples for usufruct, may be seized by Us in case of disregard of the 

NEW AUREA BULLA OF RELEASE and the BULLA of EARTH. 
Should the people of Our territory ever wish to appoint kings again in the future, 

they are free to do so.

_______

All these provisions shall enter into force as of today under the highest power of Law.
_______

Freedom and truth for the people of the Earth!
Blessing, full protection, the richest flourishing of life! 
Peace, love and joy for all living creatures of the Earth!

In the name of the all-one eternal almighty Creator, Original Source of all Being,
happiness and blessing!

So be it.

Solemnly signed and sealed:

Stefan Ratzeburg
Last King entitled to inherit out of the Royal dynasty of the  R a t z e b u r g.

Frankfurt am Main,
on the third day of the twelfth month of two thousand and twenty-two.


